
LexisNexis® Accurint® for Government Plus

Whether you’re trying to locate individuals, 
investigate fraud or uncover assets, LexisNexis® 
Accurint® for Government Plus increases 
your efficiency and saves you time by bringing 
together a comprehensive suite of tools 
to help you find vital information and solve 
cases faster.

Key features and benefits 
•   LexisNexis® Relavint™ Plus Link Analysis tool: See 

complex relationships, expand entities to discover new 
links and integrate your agency’s internal data.

•   Drag-and-drop functionality: Open multiple windows 
from your desktop and easily drag and drop data into 
other windows to expand your analysis.

•   Advanced GIS mapping: Link information to 
locations to see geospatial relationships between 
people and addresses. By overlaying data onto a 
map, you gain a better understanding of how entities 
are related or interconnected.

•   Phone number batching: Process large lists of phone  
numbers to discover name and most current address.  
Simply upload a .csv (comma separated value) file 
from your desktop for real-time results.

•   Query Organizer tool: Stores and shares case 
information with colleagues logically and conveniently.

•   Customization made easy: Draws and labels links  
between individuals, adds agency data sets and utilizes 
our comprehensive Icon Library.

•   On-screen User Guide: Provides help that is only a click  
away, right from the toolbar.

•   Person Alerts: Automatically notifies you of changes 
in the data about an individual without having to 
repeatedly run the same search.

•   Case Connect tool: Easily manage, share and compare 
investigative case notes and information, both 
internally and with external agencies.
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For more information:
Call 888.579.7638 or visit  
lexisnexis.com/governmentplus
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•   My Favorite Searches: Customize your “My Favorites” 
Section with your most frequently used searches. 

•   Direct-to-Report functionality: Save time by going 
directly to requesting a report without having to run 
a search first, when you already know the LexisNexis® 
or identifying information on your subject.

Don’t manipulate data. Master it.
Access real-time information from multiple 
data sources, including:
•   Person and business locators
•   Telephone sources 
•   Assets, including motor vehicles, watercraft and aircraft
•   Nationwide bankruptcies, liens and judgments
•   Professional licenses
•   Real property records
•   Death records
•   Foreclosures

GIS mapping tools enable you to seamlessly drag search results 
into “real-time” windows to display the location of people, 
businesses, infrastructure and more.

Solve Cases Quicker with Innovative Displays 
of Key Information and Relationships Using the 

Relavint™ Plus Link Analysis Tool

Select from multiple 
layout formats to display 
and organize chart for 
effective analysis.

“Drill into” any icon on the 
chart to expand analysis and 
reveal other associated links.

Instantly discover links to 
persons of interest, their 
relatives and associates.

Incorporate agency data into the 
chart using the customizable 
Icon Library.


